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Spirit… may we move with you… May we find ourselves in the world… not to 
promote… but to love… not to speak… but to transform… not to hope but to live… 
May we be inspired in a new way… so be it… amen

So… are you fascinated… or frazzled by the Olympics?… We’ve had everything from 
torrential downpours and winter winds… to stray bullets and green diving pools… 

We’ve also had some completely stunning moments… of rugby sevens which has been 
brilliant… and some amazing swimming and cycling… and incredible dives… all out the 
blue… or green… Why weren’t we told all these guys were so good… When they were 
promoting the olympics… we heard about the expected medal tally… and the names of 
those who were expecting medals… Why do they do that only to allow us to be 
disappointed… but more importantly the hopefuls feel worse… However we do seem to be 
on our way to that total but with lots of different and unexpected people… and that’s what 
makes it so good… 

We have had to widen our net… broaden our expectations to include those we had never 
heard of… in events we never knew we did… trampolining… who knew?… and our 
Olympic experience has been all the better… because we’ve had to reshape it round those 
we never expected to hear from… 

Rahab… wasn’t around for even the original Greek version of the Olympics… though if 
she had… she might have won a medal in deceit… lying… wild goose chases and jumping 
ship… none of which of course are Olympic events but she would have been on the 
podium if they were…

But Rahab… does for the Hebrews… what the unexpected Olympic medals have done for 
us… 

Her story… she’s living in the wall of the oldest city on the planet… Jericho… She is in the 
oldest trade in the world… and she hides some Hebrew spies… who have come to scout 
the city to find weaknesses… She sends off the kings men on a wild goose chase saying 
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to them… falsely… that the spies had run off out the city and into the hills… and then lets 
them out her window when the coast is clear… so they can escape… 

This is the enemy she is helping… but decides her luck is with them rather than Jericho… 
and makes a deal with the spies that she will be saved when Jericho falls… So she hangs 
a red thread out her window… so the Hebrews know where she is when they attack and 
she is saved… this Gentile… this Canaanite… this woman of ill repute… 

But that’s not the interesting bit… The interesting bit is that the Hebrews… who have been 
in the desert forty years… and have shaped themselves into a nation… with rules and 
laws and identity… and have decided the ethics that make them Jews… as opposed to 
Canaanites or Philistines or Amorites… and have a fairly clear concept of who they are… 
make room for this person who does not fit any of the values they have… 

Despite the ethics that shaped someone as a Jewish… the Hebrews chose to 
accommodate Rahab and her family… and there is a tradition that it is through Rahab… 
Israel gained the tribe that wasn’t Hebrew… 

And that’s what’s most interesting about this particular female of the species… She 
persuaded the Hebrews… to broaden their understanding of themselves… to 
accommodate… and make room for someone who was not Jewish… Indeed shift their 
understanding of themselves in order to do that… and they did… 

She was possibly the first to do that… She certainly wasn’t the last… and we have many 
stories of this happening… Jonah going out to Nineveh… Naaman the Syrian… Hosea’s 
wife… 

Now there is a big thing going on here… Think what’s happening… Rahab’s needs… 
made the Hebrews broaden their concept of themselves… so much so… you’ll see her 
name… a non-Hebrew… in the genealogy of Jesus… 

For that to happen… the needs of this woman… came before the Hebrew’s own needs of 
pure lineage… She made a claim on the Hebrews and they reshaped their ethics round 
her needs… This is radical inclusion… 
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And that is a significant concept of what it means to be church… our neighbours needs are 
prior to everything else… Our structures… and ethics… our understanding of ourselves… 
flow out of our primary concern… Their needs before our own needs… 

Church… is what we shape… when we put our neighbours needs first… otherwise what 
we create is a selfish closed clique… where our ethics would be all about self… We start 
with ‘the other’… with our neighbour… responding to their needs… and our morals and 
ethics flow out of the relationship we build with them… before we think about ourselves… 

Church is simply a relationship… growing out… of the needs of others… We are not here 
to promote ourselves… but respond to the needs of others… before anything else… From 
there flows our morals and ethics…

Last Sunday we offered an open invitation to be part of a focus group on Thursday… to 
help focus our consultation… but it dawned on me… we might imagine we are doing this in 
order to promote ourselves… so more people come along to church… 

These things might happen… but that is not the priority of what we do… The priority is to 
find the needs… and restructure ourselves round responding to the needs of our 
neighbours… It is Rahab moment… where her claim on the Hebrews… the claim of the 
other…  comes first… 

In this way… we become agents of transformation… When our priority is for our 
neighbour… church transforms society but giving it a different value… If it wasn’t for that 
priority of love neighbour… our ethics would be all about self… 

That is radical community… and Rahab begins it… as she makes a claim on the 
Hebrews… and they respond to her needs… and are changed because of it… This is what 
church has always been about… but presbytery plans… and institutions that feel fragile… 
tend to gravitate towards finding ways to promote themselves… to keep themselves 
going… 

The difference with us is that we are seeking to find where our neighbour’s needs are… 
and make the response our primary work… thinking about how we might reshape our 
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structure… and our ethics… in order to do that… Seeing the real face of our parish… will 
be a transformational moment… 

Of course this community today is the legacy of doing that for hundreds of year… and we 
still do through our refugee response… our weekly donations to food banks… our group 
for people with memory loss… even our festival… to name but a few… but once or twice in 
a generation… we have moments to hear again the “neighbour comes first” stories… the 
“love your neighbour” ethics… the “good samaritan” parables… and think again for this 
moment… what it means to be church… in the context of the other… and let our ethics 
flow out of the claim our neighbour makes on us… before we consider our own 
wellbeing… Without that priority… it would all be quite selfish… 

Some believe this is naive idealism… The ethics of Donald Trump would possibly agree 
that it is so… some suggest the populist reason we voted Brexit was because we do not 
want to put the claim of our neighbour first… 

But radical community… does not have as its only role model Rahab… Jesus fills us with 
stories of Samaritans and prodigals… lepers and outcasts… centurions and gentiles… 
each inviting us to let our ethics flow out of putting neighbour before promoting our own 
traditions… values… rules… 

But of course… ultimately there is the story of a love that shaped a cross… where God is 
singularly understood as flowing out of a relationship where the other is put first… 

Such a concept of church will have a transformational consequences… where the face of 
the other… makes a claim on us… prior to everything else… but the community and the 
ethics that flow from that response… will call us… into what church will once more 
become…  
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